
Dermal Filler Preparation

Please ensure you do not have the following planned for 24-48
hours post your appointment;

Exercise

Other medical injections i.e. Flu shot, vaccines

Flying. This increases swelling and can prevent emergency prevention if needed

Major events. Down time can be obvious

Trips away. Ensure you are local if an emergency occurs

Excessive alcohol consumption

Makeup use on treated areas

Your Dermal Filler appointment can take between 30-45min inclusive of the
consultation.

If you do not wish to proceed with the treatment on the day, this is completely
ok. We do not charge and are happy to reschedule if you change your mind.

As our rooms are small, and this is a medical procedure you are able to bring a

Please ensure you have eaten and drank at least 2 hours prior to coming in. This
will ensure you don't feel faint particularly if you do not like needles.

If you are prone to frequent cold sores, we recommend an antiviral within 12
hours pre/post the treatment.

maximum of 1 support person into the treating room. Children are restricted
from the treatment room due to safety reasons. They are more than welcome to
wait in the waiting room which can be locked to ensure their safety. *Subject to
change due to COVID RESTRICTIONS 2020.



Please ensure you do not have the following planned for 2 Weeks
post treatment;

Waxing in area of treatment

Massages

Professional facials ( lasers*, massages, microdermabrasion etc).

At home dermarolling or gua sha

Further cosmetic injectables elsewhere

Cosmetic tattooing in area

Dental work if treatment is for lower face

Surgery requiring general anesthetic

*Please note that some lasers require 1-2 months post dermal filler before treatment

Treatment Cannot Commence If;

You have had an Injectable or resurfacing skin treatment 2 weeks prior

Active Cold sore (even if not in the area of injection)

You are sick with any viral or bacterial infection. (This puts both Injector and

Sunburn in the area of treatment

Open wounds or lesion in area of treatment

Consumption of alcohol within 6 hours of treatment

yourself at risk)

*Please note the downtime can greatly vary. We advise you to always prepare for the
worst case scenario and allow for 1-2 weeks of swelling and bruising


